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DENVER BRONCOS QUOTES (9/22/11) 

 

HEAD COACH JOHN FOX  
 
On the team leaving for Nashville one day earlier 
“It’s really more the kickoff. I mentioned time zone, but I stand corrected as it is just a one-hour change. The kickoff is two hours 
earlier. These guys operate on body clock, and to get that sleep after the time change and getting used to an earlier wake up for 
an earlier kickoff, I’ve found it to be more beneficial to go a day early.” 
 
On winning on the road 
“I think the mindset [and] the mental toughness [is needed]. Going into a hostile environment takes a special toughness to do. I 
think you develop that, and I hope we’re ready for that.” 
 
On signing TE Dante Rosario   
“It has to do with [TE] Julius Thomas…just in case he’s not ready to go—he hasn’t practiced yet this week—to make sure we have 
a full combo of tight ends.” 
 
On choosing to sign Rosario 
“It didn’t happen until Tuesday (Rosario being released by Miami). I think early on in the week we were going to go a different 
direction as far as within our team, and then that adjusted when we were able to re-sign him.” 
 
On LB D.J. Williams getting back into shape 
“It’s hard to predict. D.J. is a pro and he’s got experience. He understands the defense. He’s been studying and watching tape 
and [has been] in the meetings. It’s just a matter of physically getting ready to play. He’s had two good days of practice, and we 
still have tomorrow and Saturday. We’ll just take it one day at a time.” 
 
On offenses being ahead of the defenses league-wide 
“That’s hard to say. I think you’re seeing a couple of premier quarterbacks particularly in the passing game that I think are 
swaying those stats a little bit. It’s a long season and we’re just getting started out of the blocks with two games played. It’s a 
long season.” 
 
On the secondary being affected by the absence of OTAs 
“I think it’s too hard to make too much of it this early. Like most NFL seasons, they sort themselves out the deeper you get into 
it.” 
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